Message from the President

Dear Graduates,

The year 2020 has been one of the most unusual and challenging years in our history. So I want to extend a special personal congratulations to you for your commitment and resilience in earning your University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa degree this year. All of our faculty, staff, leadership and regents are deeply proud of what you have accomplished.

We remain committed to imparting a transformational higher education experience for every UH Mānoa student. Our goal is to ignite your passion for learning and discovery, instill a sense of local and global citizenship, and prepare you to achieve professional and personal success that will advance you, your family and your community. Whether your aspirations involve returning to the classroom in pursuit of an advanced degree or going out into the world to follow another calling, we applaud you for your decision to launch your journey with a University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa foundation.

We applaud the perseverance you needed to achieve this important milestone on your path to your future. And we invite you to stay connected with your alma mater. Whatever your interests, our programs of cultural performances, lectures, intercollegiate athletics, and alumni celebrations provide you ways to engage with fellow alumni and support UH.

But today is a day to revel in your success as we celebrate your achievement and your initiation into our family of alumni.

Congratulations!

David Lassner
President
University of Hawai‘i
Message from the Provost

Aloha Graduates,

I want to add my voice to the many voices who will be expressing their congratulations for your remarkable accomplishment! I use the word remarkable because you have achieved this important milestone in your life under the most challenging of circumstances. And yet throughout the past year, you persevered, you encouraged and assisted one another, and you succeeded!

Your class will always have a special place in our hearts. This was certainly not the semester, nor the commencement, that we all planned for. But not even a global pandemic can in any way diminish the feelings of pride and joy that you and your loved ones feel on this special occasion.

On behalf of all of the faculty, staff, and administration of the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, congratulations on your accomplishments, and continued good fortune as you navigate the next steps in your career. And please don’t be a stranger; Mānoa will always be your home. We look forward to learning about your future successes and adventures.

Me ke aloha,

Michael Bruno
Provost
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Message from the University of Hawai‘i Office of Alumni Relations

To the newest members of the UH Alumni ‘Ohana,

You did it! Congratulations, Class of 2020, on your graduation from the University of Hawai‘i. Though this story may not have ended the way you thought it would, we want to be among the first to say: nothing negates the hard work and brilliant successes of your time at UH. You all have taken unique journeys to get here, each as inspiring as the next. Your University of Hawai‘i chapter is written into your memory, the memories of your closest friends, and the collective memory of our great alma mater. Today, we celebrate.

In the coming years, some part of this university will remain with you. It will touch you in unexpected moments and in unanticipated ways. Just as this place will endure within you, you leave behind a part of yourself that will forever make UH different, better. As you say aloha to UH Mānoa, we encourage you to greet the great future before you as a new member of the UH Alumni ‘Ohana.

Our Alumni ‘Ohana may be bigger than you even imagined. Over 190,000 graduates in over 60 countries, all with one common green and white thread. We are nurses, doctors, performers, teachers, parents, writers, scientists, athletes. We are collectively astonishing and all-together empowered to change the world.

So as you get to know your life after graduation, we ask you to do us, the Alumni Relations team, one favor: Stick with us. Send us updates about you and your college friends. Attend an alumni event. Cheer on the ‘bows at a game. Ask us how we can help you in this new chapter, and the next one, and the next one. As you move forward, we’ll be here, at the ready to support you and remind you that UH was once, and will always be, home.

Aloha, and a hui hou kākou,
The University of Hawai‘i Office of Alumni Relations

The University of Hawai‘i Office of Alumni Relations

Keep your contact information up to date. To submit updated information, visit uhalumni.org/contact/update. Check your email regularly for alumni event invitations, news, discounts and more!

contact@uhalumni.org | twitter.com/UHalumni | Instagram.com/UHalumni | facebook.com/HawaiiAlumni

The University of Hawai‘i Foundation

The University of Hawai‘i Foundation, a nonprofit organization, raises and manages private funds to support UH. Every day, support from generous donors fuels scholarships, faculty development, academic programs, athletics, research, alumni and community outreach programs. Visit www.uhfoundation.org or call (808) 376-7800 to learn more. Congratulations!
Fall 2020 Mid-Year Commencement Exercise

Commencement Address ........................................................................................................................................... Leslie Wilcox
CEO and President, PBS Hawai‘i

Graduate Address ........................................................................................................................................... Amalie ‘Alohilani Monlux
Candidate for Doctor of Philosophy in Public Health

Candidates for Degrees

Final degree conferral is subject to approval by the Board of Regents.
(Names in parentheses following each doctoral candidate are chairs of the respective doctoral committee.)

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Joy Lynn Agner
"Understanding the Role of Participation, Mattering and Reciprocal Social Support in Improving Health-Related Quality of Life Among Hawaii’s Mental Health Clubhouse Members." (Psychology, John Barile)

Denise Josephine Ah Sue
"E Lele Le Toloa Ae Ma‘au I Le Vai: The Construction and Maintenance of Youth Identity in the Hawai‘i Context of the Samoan Diaspora.” (Education, Margaret Maaka)

Hyunjung An
"The Efficacy of Written Corrective Feedback on KFL Learners’ Writing." (East Asian Languages and Literatures [Korean], MeeJeong Park)

Yvonne Michelle Barkley

Jennifer E. Beamer

Brooke Bennett
"Alleviating the Harm: A Media Literacy Intervention for Body Dissatisfaction Using Ecological Momentary Intervention.” (Psychology, Janet Latner)

Jesi L. Bennett
"Festival Grounds to Gallery Walls: Articulations of Chamorro Identity.” (American Studies, Brandy McDougall)

Benjamin Reid Boe
"Solar Wind Formation in the Corona.” (Astronomy, Shadia Habbal)

Zakea Annette Boeger
"Tongan Medical Travel." (Anthropology, Jan Brunson)

Ivan Paul Mungcal Bondoc
"Probabilistic and Predictive Parsing in Tagalog Voice Alternations.” (Linguistics, Amy Schafer)

John Paul Brabant
"Scenes for Sinfonietta and Mezzo-Piano.” (Music, Donald Womack)

Gregory David Brown
"Su Shi: Coping with the Final Exile.” (East Asian Languages and Literatures [Chinese], Madeline Spring)

Michelle Lee Brown
"(Re)coding Survivance: Relation-Oriented Ontologies of Indigenous Digital Media.” (Political Science, Noelani Goodyear-Kaopua)

Narrissa Pi’ilani Brown
"Characterization of Larval Settlement and Stress Responses in Two Resilient Hawaiian Coral Species.” (Zoology, Robert Richmond)

Anna Nicole Butchart
"Edible Diamonds? Exploring the Role of Fisheries as a Resource in Conflict Futures in West and Central Africa.” (Political Science, Jairus Grove)

Caroline Elizabeth Caplan
"Meteorite Populations of Jurassic Using Chromite.” (Earth and Planetary Sciences, Garry Huss)
Jeffrey Caraballo Ferrer  
"The Use of Shade to Improve the Efficacy of Beauveria bassiana in Controlling the Coffee Berry Borer (Hypothenemus hampei)." (Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, Mark Wright)

Christine Marie Ambrosino Carrier  
"Examining Student Science Identity in a Place-Based, Marine Science Research Program." (Education, Margaret J. Maaka and Malia Ana J. Rivera)

Lianne Marie Leda Charlie  
"Post Modern-Day Treaty Era in the Yukon Territory (Northern Canada)." (Political Science, Hokulani Aikau)

Laurie Elizabeth Urban Chu  
"From Molecular Clouds to Our Solar System: An Evolutionary Study of Ice and Dust in Preparation for the James Webb Space Telescope." (Astronomy, Klaus Hodapp)

Deirdre Alison Clyde  
"American Fans of Japanese Popular Culture." (Anthropology, Christine Yano)

Patrick Collins  
"Boundary Effects on Lagrange Functions." (Mathematics, Thomas Hangelbroek)

Nathan John DeMaagd  
"Water Demand in the Residential and Tourism Sectors: Evidence and Implications for Efficient Management." (Economics, Michael Roberts)

Darienne Howell Dey  
"A Triangulated, Historical Study of Remote Oceanic Wayfinding Curriculum and Instruction." (Education, Linda Furuto)

Sabrina Anne Diemert  
"Genomic Characterization of Salmonella in Municipal Wastewater for Community Enteric Disease Monitoring." (Civil Engineering, Yuanan Lu)

Miles Jacob Egan  
"Character of Signal and Noise Sources in Dispersive and Static Fourier Transform Remote-Sensing Raman Spectrometers." (Geology and Geophysics, Shiv Sharma)

Christa Francine Eleftherakis  
"Examining International-Mindness in the International Baccalaureate Theatre Program." (Theatre, Kirstin Pauka)

Marlee Jo Elston  
"Placenta Specific Glucose Transporter 1 Modulation and Fetal Overgrowth." (Cell and Molecular Biology, W. Steven Ward)

Sharon Joy Bulalang Estioca  
"A Grammar of Western Subanon." (Linguistics, Gary Holton)

Stacia Marie Garlach  
"Usability of Preference-Setting Tools for Online Behavioral Advertising." (Communication and Information Science, Daniel Suthers)

Matthew Stevens Garrido  
"Adverse Childhood Experiences and Resilience Among the Different Generations of Active Duty Military." (Social Welfare, Jing Guo)

Kahea O Ke Kai O Kalani Eugene Gaspar  
"'Ulu and Lamp Oil." (English, Susan Schultz)

Rollan Co Geronimo  
"Projected Impacts of Climate Change on Philippine Marine Fisheries." (Geography, Camilo Mora)

Thomas Arthur Giguere  
"Lunar Remote Sensing Applications." (Geology and Geophysics, Jeffrey Gillis-Davis)

Alberto Gonzalez Martinez  
"Exploratory Analysis of Research Publications with Human Steerable Black-Box Models: Towards Generalizing Inverse Computations for Semantic Interaction." (Computer Science, Jason Leigh)

Julian Omer Hachmeister  
"Flow Field and Sensing Around Copepods." (Mathematics, Daisuke Takagi)

Angela Hannelore Haeusler  
"Making Waves: Anarcha-Feminist Encounters with Multilingualism in Hawai‘i." (Second Language Studies, Graham Crookes)

Anis Hamidati  

Katherine Irene Harrington  
"Distinguishing Closely Related Modern Human Populations Using Cranial Morphometrics: A View from Korea and Japan." (Anthropology, Christopher Bae)
Kanani T. Hokutan
"Characterization of FANCD2 Function." (Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering, Peiwen Fei)

Kelly Christine Holden
"Whose Health Is It Anyway? The Impact of Employee Wellness Programs on Individual Health Engagement." (Communication and Information Science, Elizabeth Davidson)

Jaime M.C. Hopkins
"Kaneikawaiola: Emma Nakuina and Hawai‘i’s Water Commission." (History, John Rosa)

Bing Hu
"Effects of Thermal Hydrolysis Temperature on Degradation Product Speciation, Methane Potential and Rheology." (Civil Engineering, Roger Babcock)

Kaleonani Kanoe Cafferty Hurley
"From Archipelago to Loko I’a: Understanding Cryptofaunal Communities, Crabbing, and Place-Based Management." (Zoology, Robert Toonen)

Lesley Kehaunani Iaukea
"A‘ohe Pau Ka‘ike I Ka Halauho‘okahi (Not All Knowledge is Taught in One School): Everyday Forms of Liberation in Hawai‘i; Cultural Renaissance through Voyaging and Education." (American Studies, William Chapman)

Kora Mechelins Iechad-Remoket
"Food Sovereignty, Resurgence, and Climate Change: Carving Healthy, Sustainable, and Resilient Balauan Communities." (Political Science, Hokulani Aikau)

Maiko Ikeda
"Conversations in CMC Space - Tracing Learner’s Agency through Language Socialization." (East Asian Languages and Literatures [Japanese], Haruko Cook)

Shekh Md Mahmudul Islam
"A Non-Contact Continuous Identity Authentication in Multi-Subject Environments." (Electrical Engineering, Victor M. Lubecke)

Patsy Yuriko Iwasaki
"Applying Instructional Design to Documentary Film Research." (Learning Design and Technology, Curtis Ho)

Matthew Allan Izor
"Nishida Kitaro and Evolution: The Experiential Ecology of Emergent Form." (Philosophy, Masato Ishida)

Boo Kyung Jung
"Verb Use for the Locative Functions of Three Adverbal Postpositions (-EY, -EYSE, and -(U)LO) in Korean: Analysis of L1-Korean Corpora and L2-Korean Textbooks." (East Asian Languages and Literatures, Mee-Jeong Park)

Hye Young Jung

Rochelle Piilani Hussey Kaaloa
"Understanding the Influences of Culture in Technology Integration: Stories from Native Hawaiian Faculty Voices." (Learning Design and Technology, Curtis Ho)

Saeed Karimi
"Shape Memory Alloy Active Actuators Design, Analysis, and Control for Active Steerable Surgical Devices." (Mechanical Engineering, Bardia Konh)

Victor Francis Kaufusi
"Exploring the Dietary Experiences of Tongan Americans: Barriers and Facilitators to Healthy Dietary Behaviors." (Social Welfare, Seunghye Hong)

Nyle S. Kauweloa
"The College ESports Experience: Gaming, Identity, and Development." (Communication and Information Science, Jenifer Winter)

Evan Tatsuaki Kawamura

Kamuela M. Kimokeo
"Song Composition and Performance: Educational Tools of Empowerment." (Education, Margaret J. Maaka)

Annette Songhee Koh
"Ephemeral Spaces, Permanent--Places? Constituting Kakaako." (Urban and Regional Planning, Karen Umemoto)

Jerry Hooheno Koko
"The Use of Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi in the Restoration of Endemic and Indigenous Hawaiian Plants." (Botany, Nicole Hynson)
Doctor of Philosophy

Nicholas C. Krueger
"Soil Carbon in Hawaiian Rangelands: Extent, Controls, and Options for Management." (Natural Resources and Environmental Management, Rebecca Ryals)

Ava Huston Kawai'iu‘lā Ladner
"Pit Stops, 200 MPH Wrecks, and Checkered Flags: NASCAR as Southern Export." (American Studies, David Stannard)

Megan Jean Lantz
"Investigation of the Protective Role of the N-terminal Beta Amyloid Against Beta Amyloid-Induced Toxicity in Neuroinflammation." (Cell and Molecular Biology, Robert Nichols)

Abby Elizabeth Lapointe
"Biogeography of the Bathyal." (Marine Biology, Les Watling)

Mischa K. Lenchanko
"Hawaiian Education." (Education, A. Kuulei Serna)

Elizabeth Campbell Letchford
"Biomechanical and Physiological Risk Factors for Anterior Cruciate Ligament Injury." (Education, Christopher Stickley)

Miaochan Li
"How Does Cultural Tightness-Looseness Influence Corporate Tax Avoidance?" (Business Administration, Jian Zhou)

Hannah Virginia Liebreich
"A Case Study of Student and Employee Perspectives of Title IX." (Sociology, Meda Chesney-Lind)

Nancy S. C. Linn
"The Prevalence, Economic, and Social Cost of Methamphetamine Use; and the Effects of Economic Recession, Unemployment Rates, and Methamphetamine Arrests on Child Abuse in Hawai‘i." (Epidemiology, Eric Hurwitz)

Lila A. Loos
"Passphrase Authentication Design." (Communication and Information Science, Martha E. Crosby)

Elaine Luo
"Viral Diversity and Dynamics in the Open Ocean." (Marine Biology, Edward DeLong)

Yan Ma
"Gendering Male Dan: Male Cross-Gender Performers and Performance of JingJu in the Post-Cultural Revolution Era." (Theatre, Elizabeth Wichmann-Walczak)

Jerusha Nanea Puanani Magalei
"Ola Nā Iwi O‘u I Ku‘u Wahi Keiki: An Autoethnographic Study of Parental Caregiving for a Child with Multiple Disabilities." (Education, Margret J. Maaka)

Trista Ann McKenzie
"Multi-tracer Approaches for Groundwater Discharge and Anthropogenic Pollution in the Pacific." (Geology and Geophysics, Henrietta Dulai)

Priya Alexandra McLennan
"Effects of Modularized Workshop Trainings on Youth Clinical Progress in a Public Mental Health System." (Psychology, Brad Nakamura)

Ian Andrew McMillan
"Functional Characterization of Essential Burkholderia pseudomallei Virulence Regulators." (Microbiology, Tung Hoang)

Jessica Lynn Wells Miranda
"The National Survey of Student Engagement: A Psychometric Investigation Utilizing Item Response Theory and Factor Analysis." (Educational Psychology, Seongah Im)

Reza Mirmoghtadaei
"Design of Alkali-Activated Materials Based on Quantitative Microanalysis of Precursors and Reaction Kinetics." (Civil Engineering, Lin Shen)

Brooks Ikaikokekai Mitchell
"Understanding the Myeloid HIV Reservoir in HIV-Associated Neurological Disorder During Antiretroviral-Treated HIV Infection." (Biomedical Sciences [Tropical Medicine], Cecilia M. Shikuma)

Leslie Jo Mitchell
"Making Sense of Gendered Communication Experiences of Female Senior Student Affairs Officers." (Education, Christopher Lucas)

Tianli Mo
"Energy-Efficient Mobile Sensing." (Computer Science, Lipyeow Lim)

Amalie A. Monlux
"Addressing the Needs of Food-Insecure Children." (Public Health, Kathryn Braun)

Silvia Moriano Gutierrez
"Signaling in Symbiosis: The RNA Signature of Local and Systemic Interactions Between Partners." (Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering, Margaret McFall-Ngai)
Marimas Hosan Mostiller
"Indigenous Asian Muslim Refugees: The Complex of Cham Americans." (American Studies, Brandy McDougall)

Mika Lyn Nakashige
"Metal Complexes Supported by Phosphaalkene-based Ligands for Small Molecule Activation." (Chemistry, Matthew Cain)

Igor Olegovich Nikitin
"Heidegger: Possibility of Political Existence." (Political Science, Michael Shapiro)

Larissa Anne Nofi
"A Search for Substellar Companions Around Pre-Main Sequence Stars Using Infrared Spectroscopy." (Astronomy, Daniel Huber)

Josephine Ofori Adofo
"Essays on Human Capital Development and Local Labor Markets." (Economics, Nori Tarui)

Cheol Rin Park
"A Study on the Use of Korean Address Terms in the Workplace: Honorific Suffixes -nim and -ssi." (East Asian Languages and Literatures [Korean], Ho Min Sohn)

Jon Dean Pennington
"Beyond the Keyboard: Connecting Universal Design for Learning with Speech Recognition Technology for Writing." (Learning Design and Technology, Michael Menchaca)

Emily Anne Pesicka
"Climate Change and the U.S. Military." (Political Science, Jairus Grove)

Andrew Nicholas Pick
"A Reconstruction of Proto-Northern Adelbert." (Linguistics, Robert Blust)

Thomas Alan Premeaux
"Emerging Challenges in HIV and Aging: Role of a Glycan-Binding Immunomodulatory Lectin." (Biomedical Sciences [Tropical Medicine], Lishomwa C. Ndholou)

Mohammad Shahinur Rahman
"The Progressive City in America: Hope and Despair." (Urban and Regional Planning, Michael Douglass)

Andrew Scott Repp
"Decoding the Universe: Tools for Optimal Extraction of Information from Galaxy Surveys." (Astronomy, Istvan Szapudi)

Sean Yoshio Martin Roberts
"Effecting Improvements in Body Composition for Minorities in the State of Hawaii Using a 4-Compartment Model Proof of Concept." (Education, Iris Kimura)

Terence Lionel Rose
"The Design, Development, and Deployment of the National Library Services’s Digital Talking Book Program as a Socio-Technical Process." (Communication and Information Science, Wayne Buente)

Mark A. Royer
"Thermoregulation Strategies of Deep-Diving Ectothermic Sharks." (Zoology, Kim Holland)

Cornelius Rubsamen
""I am a Popularist": A Critical Discourse Analysis of the Populist Rhetoric of Donald Trump’s Presidential Campaign." (English, Daphne Desser)

Prakit Saingam
"Diversity and Improved Monitoring of Fecal Pathogens in Hawai’i Coastal Waters." (Civil Engineering, Tao Yan)

Francis Elliott Sakai-Kawada
"Characterization of Prodiginine Biosynthetic Pathway in Pseudoalteromonas rubra PPB1 Isolated from Petrosia Species." (Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering, Jonathan Awaya)

Aaron Joseph Sala
"Ethnomusicology of Hawaiian Music Through the Eyes & Ears of Mahi Beamer and Nina Keali’iwahamana." (Music, Ricardo Trimillos)

Macey Witcover Sandford

Solange Majewska Saxby
"The Potential of Taro (Colocasia esculenta) as a Dietary Prebiotic Source for the Prevention of Colorectal Cancer." (Nutrition, Yong Li)

Nicole Schlaack
"Organizational Changes Through a Commitment to Collaborative Professional Development Schools in a Hawai’i School Complex." (Educational Psychology, Katherine Ratliffe)

Kyoko Shirahata
"Using a Theory of Planned Behavior to Understand Factors That Influence Intention to Report Sport-Related Concussion Among Adolescent Athletes in Hawai’i." (Education, Nathan Murata)
Brian R. Shiro  
"Geophysical Applications for Terrestrial and Planetary Exploration Operations." (Geology and Geophysics, Scott Rowland)  

Mika Natalie Siegelman  
"Effects of Irregular, Abrupt Topography on Flows." (Oceanography, Mark Merrifield)  

Klouldil Ulang Singeo  
"Re-engaging Indigeneity Planning: Epistemological Conflicts and Women’s Human Rights in Palau." (Urban and Regional Planning, Karen Umemoto)  

George Fredrik Smith  
"An Investigation of Vocabulary Size, Metacognition, and Individual Differences in L2 Listening Comprehension." (Second Language Studies, Nicole Ziegler)  

Melinda Susan Smith  
"Trugernanner’s Bones: Decolonization and Indigenous Futurity in Palawa Representations." (English, Candace Fujikane)  

John Reuben Solomon  
"The Efficacy of an Eight Week Walking Program on Increasing Daily Physical Activity Levels and Weight Reduction for Adolescents with Autism Spectrum Disorder." (Education, Nathan Murata)  

Daniel Paul Strange  
"Investigating the Testicular Tropism of Zika Virus Using 2D and 3D Human Tissue Culture Systems." (Biomedical Sciences [Tropical Medicine], Saguna Verma)  

Di Sun  
"Kaidan And Zhiguai: A Comparative Study of Ugetsu Monogatari and Liaozhai Zhiyi." (East Asian Languages and Literatures [Chinese], David McCraw)  

Lingzhi Sun  
"Lunar Geology Survey with Remote Sensing and Apollo Samples." (Earth and Planetary Sciences, Paul Lucey)  

Jutha Supholdhavanij  
"Conflict Resolution Mechanisms for Marine Protected Area Governance." (Natural Resources and Environmental Management, Kirsten Oleson)  

Asuka Suzuki  
"Influence of Parental Practices on Eating Habits of Early Adolescents in Hawai‘i." (Nutritional Sciences, Jinan Banna)  

Alicia Julia Wilson Takaoka  
"Across the Generational Divide: Do Stigmas About Voluntarily Childless Women Still Exist?" (Communication and Information Science, Martha Crosby)  

Albert Bene To  
"Insect Cell-Expressed Recombinant Viral Glycoproteins are Effective Immunogens." (Biomedical Sciences [Tropical Medicine], Axel Lehrer)  

Don Luong Tran  
"Methionine Salvage Pathway is Promiscuous Towards 5'-methylthioadenosine and 5'-deoxyadenosine." (Chemistry, Joseph Jarrett)  

Christi Lynn Trask  
"Perceptions of Other Internet Users in Delusional Beliefs: Development and Validation of a New Measure of Online Social Cognition." (Psychology, David Cicero and Akihiko Masuda)  

Cam Tu Thi Trinh  
"Fostering Environmental Identity with High School Students." (Education, Tara O’Neill)  

Alanna Ching Yi Tseng  
"Unraveling the Viral Mechanisms Behind the Formation of a Functional Flavivirus Replication Complex." (Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering, Pakieli Kaufusi)  

Brandon Pierce Underwood  
"The Role of Metaphysics on the Normative Impact of Boredom." (Philosophy, Arindam Chakrabarti)  

Quyhn Huong Vo  
"Transnational Communities: Poetics of Neoliberal Peace and Economic Violence in Vietnamese American Literature and Culture." (English, Candace Fujikane)  

Uyen Thi Minh Vu  
"The Effects of Sociocultural and Educational Supports on Resilience and Learning Outcomes Among Vietnamese Undergraduate Students." (Educational Psychology, Katherine Ratliffe)  

Allison Frances Wagner  
"Self-Compassion and Body Dissatisfaction: How Do They Relate?" (Psychology, Kelly Vitousek)  

Bruce Dale Ka’imi Watson  
Christine Ann Weingarten  
"Examining Healing Trajectories for Survivors of Rape and Sexual Assault." (Psychology, Charlene Baker)

Jon Michael Wells  
"Managing Carbon in Soils, Feedstocks, and Conversion Pathways of Tropical Agriculture Systems for Bioenergy." (Natural Resources and Environmental Management, Susan Crow)

Lisa Michelle Widdison  

Julia Wieting  
"The Family Body." (English, Shawna Ryan)

Lori Ann Wiley  
"Parent Education in Phonological Awareness and Early Literacy: A Qualitative Multiple Case Study on the Perspective of Parents of Young Children with Hearing Loss." (Education, Kavita Rao)

Daniel Parsons Wilkie  
"Disruptive Behavior Treatment Progress as a Function of Disruptive Behavior and Depressed Mood Practices Derived from the Evidence Base." (Psychology, Charles Mueller)

Arthur Lee Wong  
"Potential of Myostatin Inhibition to Ameliorate Age-Associated Muscle Decline." (Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering, Yong Soo Kim)

Zhiling Xie  
"Interannual Variability of the Summer Diabatic Heating Over the Tibetan Plateau: Impacts and Origins." (Atmospheric Sciences, Bin Wang)

Jiaming Xue  
"Asbestos Induces Mesothelial Cell Transformation via HMGB1-Driven Autophagy." (Cell and Molecular Biology, Haining Yang)

Ting-Tsen Yeh  
"Two Essays on Gift Card Liabilities." (Business Administration, Jian Zhou)

Soo Whan Yoon  
"Gratzer-Schmidt Theorem in Arithmetical Transfinite Recursion." (Mathematics, Bjoern Kjos-Hanssen)

Fadi Adel Youkhana  
"Diet, Air Pollutants, Smoking and Parkinson’s Disease." (Epidemiology, Andrew Grandinetti)

Jiarui Zhang  
"Labor Union and Linguistic Attributes in Firm Disclosure." (Business Administration, Boochun Jung)

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Jeanne Carcallas Batallones  
Cara La’i Ana Chaudron  
Cynthia Ann Covell  
Juliet Crane-Cory  
Ka’ulu Kana’e Gapero  
Lynn Davis Hammonds  
Ronda Shizuko Hayashi-Simpliciano  
Kona Tyler Keala-Quinabo  
Roxane Kapuaaimohalaikalani Keliikipikaneokolohaka  
Rebecca Kapolei Kiili  
Alvin Kit-Wai Lin  
Angela L. Matian  
Torry Hogle Montes  
Julie Ann Mowrer  
Gregg Musashi Nakano  
Donna Reid-Hayes  
Alex Teece  
Ronnie Marie Tiffany-Kinder  
Courtney Ai Tsumoto  
Kelly Luana Burgwinkel Vuikadavu  
Chanel M. M. M. L. Wong  
Joyce T. U. Yamada

JURIS DOCTOR

Hon-Lum Cheung-Cheng  
John Ryan Clark  
Ilayda Elmas Ossanna  
Alec Micah Jacobs  
Britagne Nikkole Johnson  
Hannah Ehrig McKee  
Jared J. Say  
Ivana Phuoc Tran

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

Arash Ghaffari-Rafi  
Daniella Rhodora B. Orias

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Anne Scharnhorst


**MASTER OF ACCOUNTING**

Britney Catherine Renee Delima  
Michaela Rose Fitzgerald  
Yuri Hirata  
Kelsey Ichiji Katayama  
Tyler Alexander Keith

**MASTER OF ARTS**

Jordan Miller Antonio  
Asian Studies  

Eliah Dylan Aoina  
Anthropology  

Precious Mae Baricaua Arao  
Second Language Studies  

Jonas Rei Angelo Ganitano Balisacan  
Mathematics  

Devin Ethen Barney  
Psychology  

Annette S. Barrett  
Communication  

Austin James Barton  
Second Language Studies  

Jose Rommel Cabal Barza  
Second Language Studies  

Leslie Betancourt  
Communication  

Sanoe Kahaluluanawaihenui Burgess  
Communicology  

William Emerson Cecil  
Geography  

Spencer Kealii Jonathan Choy  
Psychology  

Vincent H. K. Chung  
Mathematics  

Tamara Lynn Cole  
Religion (Asian)  

Kevin Thomas Collins  
Mathematics  

William Miki Kalaniopio Cook  
Hawaiian  

Diana Sofia Delgado Cornejo  
English  

Tiele-Lauren Lokela Doudt  
Hawaiian Studies  

Brent Hidetaka Duarte  
Communicology  

Paul Joseph Eastman  
Anthropology  

Lorenzo Pule Finau-Cruz  
Pacific Islands Studies  

Collin Alexander Ford  
Political Science  

Derek James Ford  
Geography  

Anna-Michelle Ku’uleiponimo’i Freed  
Anthropology  

Yanxiazi Gao  
Music  

Bernardo Gonzalez  
Geography  

Rachel Elise Greiner  
American Studies  

Valerie Jean Grey  
Political Science  

Kathleen Leigh Griffin  
Second Language Studies  

Sana Habib  
Mathematics  

Ako Hayashi  
East Asian Languages and Literatures (Japanese)  

Emily Marie Heineman  
East Asian Languages and Literatures (Korean)  

Kirsten Julia Helgeson  
Linguistics  

Katie Crystine Hinojosa  
East Asian Languages and Literatures (Japanese)
Carl Emery Hodgson
Asian Studies

Dawn Nalani Hoewaa
Hawaiian Studies

Kalyn Lindsay Holmes
Psychology

Karen Masako Honda
Asian Studies

Rachel L. Hughes
Second Language Studies

Michael Juberg
Psychology

Yoshiko Kameo
Communicology

Hunter James Kaye
Asian Studies

Justin Kepo’ohunaikeaouli Keli’ipa’akaua
Hawaiian Studies

I sak Kim
Psychology

Marcy Kiyomi Konno
Second Language Studies

Marguerite Liechtenstein
Communicology

Katherine D. Lobendahn
Anthropology

Krystal Lee Lopez
Communication

Tristan Ji-un Maesaka
Psychology

Richard Lewis Mason
Religion (Asian)

Dylan Gray McCurdy
Anthropology

Kelly Irene McDermott
English

Kyle Anthony Nakatsuka
Hawaiian

Heidi Lynn Needham
Geography

Emalee Joy Nelson
American Studies

Jeffrey George Otto
Second Language Studies

Diena Motiana Peterson
Communication

Foley Claire Pfalzgraf
Geography

Anne Marie Rivera
Communicology

Benton Park Rodden
Political Science

Kristen Sanfilippo
Geography

Tian Sang
Anthropology

Alessandra Gabrielle Shea
Anthropology

Zoe Ann Makanalani Shimizu
Communicology

Taylor Ann Stacy
Psychology

Henryk Ludwik Szadziewski
Geography

Jessica Dawn Tan
American Studies

Shuai Tang
Second Language Studies

Chau Thi Giang Truong
Second Language Studies

Holly Rae Turner
Psychology

Amanda Marie Vincent
Psychology

Jue Wang
Second Language Studies
Corey M. Watanabe  
Communicology

Cassidy Brianna Webb  
Psychology

Robert Lawrence Wilke  
Asian Studies

Konni Marie Wilson  
Communicology

Willard Ross Winans  
Geography

**MASTER OF ASIAN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS**

Frank Joseph Camara  
Sergio Villarreal

**MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

Long Tien Bui  
Clarence Leonard Cheung  
Thang Hung Chu  
Thanh Ha Dang  
Dung Tien Dau  
Hai Dinh Do  
Diep Thi Hoang Doan  
David Micah Hansen  
Trung Duc Hoang  
Casey Michelle Hutnick  
Kristen Marie Konishi  
Valerie Thy Lam  
Chung Van Le  
Duy Vu Bang Le  
Huong Huynh Thao Le  
Quan T. Minh Le  
Thanh Van Le  
Tuyen Ngoc Le  
Vinh Tran Quang Le  
Binh Thu Linh  
Minh Vien Luu  
Binh Thai Ngo  
Trung Van Ngo  
Anh Thi Van Nguyen  
Bien Huu Nguyen  
Diep Doan Nguyen  
Gam Thi Hong Nguyen  
Khoa Anh Nguyen  
Thai Thanh Nguyen  
Thi Nu Uyen Nguyen  
Tiep Minh Nguyen  
Tra Huang Nguyen  
Tuan Anh Nguyen  
Michael Olushola Oketola

Guillermo Cascado Pantoja  
Jong Hyun Park  
Diep Ngoc Pham  
Hong Thi Thuy Pham  
Minh Van Pham  
Robert Steven Tarangelo  
Duong Srey Thon  
An Ngoc Duy Tran  
Duong Hai Tran  
Ha Thai Tran  
Ha Thi Thanh Tran  
Khanh Ngoc Tran  
Linh Tuyet Tran  
Yen Thi Hoang Tran  
Son Thai Vu  
Brianna Lee Weaver

**MASTER OF EDUCATION**

Christina Naomi Agena  
Curriculum Studies

Ronie Choi Agustin  
Curriculum Studies

Candace Mitsue Aimoto  
Educational Administration

Nancy Alomar  
Special Education

Charmaine Juan Alontaga  
Educational Psychology

Victoria Hoy Andrus  
Special Education

Rosa Lih Ashley  
Educational Administration

Toetu Auomanu  
Curriculum Studies

Channel Kuulei Babagay  
Early Childhood Education

Aaron Keoni Bain  
Educational Administration

Kristin Rosendahl Bowman  
Special Education

Lindsey Katheryn Bracken  
Educational Administration
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Leilani Brown</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tana Maximeno Kai Cambe</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise K. Canon</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Lynn Lucas Ching</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Pualeilani Chong</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Jean Dabrowski</td>
<td>Educational Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Marie Narciso Domingo</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alana Mei Lin Ducroix Miyamoto</td>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keoni Mitchell Dunn</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aysia Aolani Ferrer</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Mata Fuala'au</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapioamoa T. Galeai</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisse Dué Garland</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett Gerard Gomes</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Lauren Kalikolehua Goo</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea S. Gornichec</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Lee Soneda Heyler</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Kahokuhealani Hirayama</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuko Ida</td>
<td>Educational Foundations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Rose Jardin</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik Warren Johnson</td>
<td>Educational Foundations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Beth Jones</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emilia Leianaikamokihana Kaawa</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandy Haulani Kaleoaloha</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zellie Liana Kamahele</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheldon Kaipo Hideo Konno</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malolefoua Chennette Laolagi</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elena Logologo</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Sung Alapaki Luke</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsy M. Lum</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Madamba</td>
<td>Educational Foundations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan A. Mimaclay</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benson Mapu</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Marie Pascua Marcos</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tia Michelle J. Marquez</td>
<td>Educational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Yoshiharu Maruyama</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cory Poliahu Soon On Mau</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalina Leilani Rose Mead</td>
<td>Curriculum Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rebecca Foster Medeiros
Special Education

Margaret Sueko Yoshisato Miura
Curriculum Studies

Vanessa Christine Montes
Special Education

Georgianne K. Nacionales
Special Education

Kaori Nakama
Educational Foundations

Leni Michi Nakao-Yamada
Curriculum Studies

Kristen K. Nakasone
Special Education

Anna Nazaryan
Educational Administration

Bryn Mie Okamura
Curriculum Studies

Brit Rose Oliphant
Curriculum Studies

Mary Annyvette Saguid Paglinawan
Early Childhood Education

June Kawai Pepper
Early Childhood Education

Michele G. Pourjalali
Special Education

Anne Norelle Sales Quila
Educational Administration

Heather Ann Robison
Early Childhood Education

Elsie Jean Samson
Curriculum Studies

Joana Marie Almazora Sebastian
Curriculum Studies

Elizabeth Anne Simon
Educational Foundations

Shan Andrew Stewart
Special Education

Mary Elizabeth Puanaonaoa'awapuhi Stibbard
Curriculum Studies

Beiwen Sun
Educational Psychology

Cari Ann Michiko Suzuki
Curriculum Studies

Loia Sio Tagoai
Curriculum Studies

Vanessa Fualelea Tasi
Curriculum Studies

Shelby Tevini Harue Tominaga
Curriculum Studies

Kristin Kahi’ipoi Michiko Umakoshi
Curriculum Studies

Sela Unga
Educational Psychology

Fotuali’i Abraham Vaimauga
Curriculum Studies

Jaqueline Ganitano Vallejo-San Agustin
Curriculum Studies

Krisdee Kinohiokalā Ann Van Gieson
Curriculum Studies

Brandon A. Veles
Educational Foundations

ErikaRose Ululana Rosa Vincent
Educational Foundations

Samuel Welaahilani Wahilani III
Educational Administration

Charissa Ann Puamana Waiialae
Educational Foundations

Kellianna Mari Ward
Curriculum Studies

Tara Jean Wengronowitz
Educational Foundations

Cathy Feanuga West
Curriculum Studies

Jessica Chantel Winchell
Curriculum Studies
Lindsey Keala Wong  
Curriculum Studies

Sara Nicole Wong  
Special Education

Lynne Chiemi Yamaguchi  
Curriculum Studies

Shirley Mina Yamauchi  
Curriculum Studies

Joseph E. Zodiacal  
Curriculum Studies

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN TEACHING

Janelle Lei pomaikai manaio mai ka Haku nani Bailey
Jeselle Y. Bassingthwaite
Michael David Bay
Jisoo Kang Boggs
Kathleen Emiko Kalianakaleleiaiwe O'Sullivan Burch
Leah Cabanting Cabanero
Suk Han Liesl Cheung
Keanah Faye Marie Gose Deleon Guerrero
Amber S.K. Fuller
Jeremy Ramos Ganir
Jennifer Ang Galam
Shane Eiichi Ige
Emerald Mele Kalai
Kiane Mahinamalamalama Kanaha
Sheri Reiko Takamiya Kelly
Kristin Ashley Kojima
Christine Ann Marron
Jason Bennett Marvel
Chelsea Mikiko Meerians
Alison Mary Meggs
Cesceli Siu Li Nakamura
Jami Nielsen
Kyung Eun Park
Ross R. T. Peterman
Judelyn P. Ragmat
Sesame Tatiana Poli-Nawelo Shim
Brittany Kamalei Suckoll
Heidi Nicole Tapec
Grace Minae Tsubaki-Noguchi
Avenue Dane Tsukayama
Estelle Yasuko Wong

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Lesley Nicole Davidson
Angelica Jade Melone

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Thomas William Barron
Theatre

MASTER OF LAWS

Fang He
Keiko Yanagi

MASTER OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

Ellen-Rae Cabebe Cachola
Min Young Chung
Lilla Karin Faint
Chadde Joby Kalani Holbron
Mandi Lyn Hull
Ellie Moana Pau’ole Keola
Halie Morgan Kerns
Malia Leina Morales
Jill Marie Sommer
Nargis Sultana

MASTER OF MUSIC

Rachel Sariah Dunbar
Jing Jin

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Andrew Timothy Howard
Momilani Jean Lazo
Brianne Lyn Nagamine
Rhonda Kelli Kaleionaha Ryan Roldan
Chalia K. Romero

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Vila Loi Chanthesouvanh
MASTER OF SCIENCE

Jesse William Adams
Botany

Achyut Raj Adhikari
Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences

Bindu Adhikari
Animal Sciences

Ahmed S. Afifi
Civil Engineering

Kehau Mahealani Ai
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Abdulrahman Abdullah Alghamdi
Civil Engineering

Mina Alipour
Computer Science

Todd William Anderson
Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences

Brandi J. Antonio
Microbiology

Chelsea Emma Ha’aküloulani Apo
Nursing

David Paul Ryan Araki
Cell and Molecular Biology

Eduardo Dario Arizala Quinto
Tropical Plant Pathology

Kenn Kalani Kiyoshi Asato
Civil Engineering

Dolly Autufuga
Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences

Ellis A. Avallone
Astronomy

Nima Azbijari
Computer Science

Cheyenne Kuulei Barela
Tropical Plant Pathology

Maxwell Steinbock Bendes
Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences

Jesse Aaron Black
Oceanography

Maxwell Breen
Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences

Casey Lynn Brinkman
Astronomy

Gwendolyn Elaine Brouwer
Earth and Planetary Sciences

Jessica Avalon Bullington
Oceanography

Jayven James Bumanglag
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Taylor Cameron Bushman
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Feresa Corazon Padillo Cabrera
Botany

Justin Kekoa Maika‘i Calpito
Food Science

Jianqiu Cao
Electrical Engineering

Jiren Cao
Civil Engineering

Wen Bo Cao
Civil Engineering

Alexander Jing Fang Ching
Entomology

Richie C. Chio
Electrical Engineering

Justine Anthea Cox
Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences

Makayla Marie Coyle
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Rachelynne Deguzman Dalisay
Nursing

Ishwora Dhungana
Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences

Eric Ryan Dilley
Marine Biology
Tineill Kapuonaonaokalani Dudoit
Earth and Planetary Sciences

Dominique Chanel Olita Elento
Developmental and Reproductive Biology

Lucas Macrae Ellison
Geology and Geophysics

Richard Scott Evans
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Kathryn Rebecca Feloy
Oceanography

Colin Mikael Ferguson
Geology and Geophysics

Andrea Flores Calle
Food Science

Victoria Lizette Franklin
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Kenna Rose Gardes
Nursing

Lev Joselow Gerstle
Marine Biology

Yannik Michael Glaser
Computer Science

Abigail Priscilla Glick
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Kacie Kenko Gokan
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Aurelia Ruby Gonzalez
Natural Resources and Environmental Management

Myles Tetsuo Gota
Civil Engineering

Nathaniel Duncan Harmon
Oceanography

Hannah Nicole Harrison
Civil Engineering

Tanya Eileen Harrison
Natural Resources and Environmental Management

Kyle Hale Hart
Computer Science

Tara R. Hashimoto
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Jeremieh Abram Reganot Hasley
Tropical Plant Pathology

Katrina Kimiko Higa
Civil Engineering

Chelsea Sumiko Hirano
Nursing

Chay Leng Hok
Civil Engineering

Jonathan Owen Humphries
Computer Science

Amar Prasad Jaishi
Civil Engineering

Marie Elizabeth Jarman
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Moonah Jeong
Travel Industry Management

Xiaofan Jiao
Travel Industry Management

Boonyanudh Jiyarom
Biomedical Sciences (Tropical Medicine)

Emily Louise Jones
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Carly Rei Kakuda
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Julianne Mary Kalksma
Ocean and Resources Engineering

Catherine Emalani Mei Wen Kam
Clinical and Translational Research

Sushil Khadka
Civil Engineering

Mahesh Khanal
Computer Science

Jessica Joan Klemm
Nursing

Alexandra Tami Kong
Tropical Plant Pathology
Martina Kostalova
Travel Industry Management

Mackenzie Renae Lach
Earth and Planetary Sciences

Kimberly Diego Lactaoen
Developmental and Reproductive Biology

Patricia De Salles LaPorte
Natural Resources and Environmental Management

David James Leyva
Ocean and Resources Engineering

Hua Yong Li
Civil Engineering

Chaolun Liu
Chemistry

Elizabeth Nelson Londynsky
Civil Engineering

Kūpa’a Keola Luat-Ha’eu
Natural Resources and Environmental Management

Laura Rae Luther
Natural Resources and Environmental Management

Kei Manabe
Ocean and Resources Engineering

Jordan Paul Mason
Geology and Geophysics

Masako Matsunaga
Clinical and Translational Research

Cassandra Mari Matsushige
Developmental and Reproductive Biology

Ludwig Immanuel Mayerlen
Developmental and Reproductive Biology

Kristian Kainalu McDonald
Geology and Geophysics

Ashley Anne McGuigan
Botany

Any Stephanie Melesciuc
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Aaron Jay Caday Mendoza
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Sarah Michelle Mercado
Nursing

Corrie Beth Miller
Clinical and Translational Research

Antonio Bienuenido Miranda
Oceanography

Ashley Adora Castillo Mitchell
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Elizabeth Ann Monaghan
Marine Biology

Kira Jean Monell
Marine Biology

Cameron Sean Morrow
Ocean and Resources Engineering

Bridget Elizabeth Murphy
Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering

Jonathan Joo-Hyun Na
Computer Science

Thien Phuc Ngoc Nguyen
Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering

Yen Pham Thuy Nguyen
Food Science

Anton Yurievich Nikolaev
Computer Science

Flavia Nunes Duque de Medeiros
Civil Engineering

Rachel Mariko Oda
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Kira Sueko Oyama
Nursing

Blayton Kenji Padasdao
Mechanical Engineering

Sung Wan Park
Mechanical Engineering

Saroj Pathak
Civil Engineering

Sujan Paudel
Tropical Plant Pathology
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Patrick Penney</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garinn Masa Pereira</td>
<td>Food Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribikram Rajaure</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Leandra Riggsbee</td>
<td>Cell and Molecular Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Alexandria Roberts</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Elizabeth Rossi</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessika Santamaria</td>
<td>Entomology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Elizabeth Sesno</td>
<td>Marine Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eldridge Indrajit Shay</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily M. Simao</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Constantine Lokei Sirabis</td>
<td>Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Zoe Smith</td>
<td>Natural Resources and Environmental Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farjana Snigdha</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory A. Snyder</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Pamela Aguado Soriano-Castillo</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyan Crandall Stillwell</td>
<td>Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarisse Eleanor Santos Sullivan</td>
<td>Oceanography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian Reiko Sumitomo</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin Sun</td>
<td>Ocean and Resources Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qizhen Sun</td>
<td>Atmospheric Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouria Taeb</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Sumiye Takahashi</td>
<td>Clinical and Translational Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lichun Tang</td>
<td>Atmospheric Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouya Tanouri</td>
<td>Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kammie-Dominique Anuhea Tavares</td>
<td>Geology and Geophysics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianne Isabel Chika Tengan</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Kai Tokita</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Lyn Truax</td>
<td>Earth and Planetary Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Smith Turner</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Elias Uejbe</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis Julian Usinger</td>
<td>Natural Resources and Environmental Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaclyn Nicole Reyes Uy</td>
<td>Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Edington Van De Verg</td>
<td>Botany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan Jozef van der Veken</td>
<td>Atmospheric Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Andrew Vause</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meenakshi Vohra</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karli Ann Mika Wagatsuma</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Allen Wallstrom</td>
<td>Zoology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Xupeng Wang
Tropical Plant Pathology

Hunter Robert Edwin Warner
Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science

Edmund Charles Weidknecht
Civil Engineering

Jason Brian Wong
Entomology

Billy Troy Wooton
Computer Science

Bryan Komei Yamashiro
Astronomy

Hyang Yoon
Oceanography

Valentina Adel Youkhana
Nursing

Runze Yuan
Civil Engineering

Beverly Yuen
Food Science

Lukas Morse Zalesky
Astronomy

Malia Christine Zinn
Geology and Geophysics

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Charis Baluyot
Isabella Fontillas Fagota
Kimberly Coleen Keely Graham
Celina Kahealani Hontanosas
Chian G. Hsu
Kimberly Julia Ululani Kaahanui
Michelle Kalina Lin Kee-Espaniola
Syeda Rabia Maharaj
Ashley M.P. Montayre
Lani K. Nagao
Leana Lynn Galletes Riglos
Cynthia Elizabeth Sandoval
Ramic P. H. Santiago
Richille Sirena Uncangco
Rachel Renee Yeager

MASTER OF URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING
John Atwood Canner
Anthony Chang
Sara Jo Ann Doermann
Stephen Michael Geib
Megan Josephine Julian
Layla Mele Kilolu
Samantha Ann Lara
Amanda Paige Rothschild
Lakpa Sherpa
POST - BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION

Jaren Daniel Hershey
Jordan Keoki Hiroshi Ichiki
Dayna K. Williams

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
Bachelor of Arts
College of Arts and Sciences

Ma Cristina Chachie Marcos Abara
Alana Leoiiki Abbey
Ryan Shinnosuke Abe
Jennifer Tangonan Abella
Jared Michael Pōmaikaʻi Acopan
Malia M. Adams
Aaron Harvey Amor Agcamaran
Jessabeth Baltazar Aggacid
Kailie Aolani Aina
Kari Kehaulani Genét
Nakayama Akaka
Cade Kaheke Shin Akamu
Allison Alohilani Akiona
Syed Siraj Hasan Ali
Haleysable Camacho Alicito
Aaron Anthony Allen
Emerson Leigh Allen
Geoffrey Daniel Anderson
Kiara Leonaniokamahina Tomie
Arakawa-Taum
Kauaoilikokalani Nicole Arelliano
Jada Qi Ashton
Breanna-Marie Waiolaonalani Atay
Sina Auomanu
Brandon Navarro Aurelio
Philip D. Austin
Jahstyn Kaipo Punahaele Aweau
Nguyen Thanh Bach
Hilkeah Mae Asuncion Badua
Clifford E. Bailey
Mary Elizabeth Bailey
Donovan S. Balderama
Francis Jimenez Ballesteros
Jaffia Cybele Delos
Reyes Ballesteros
Jon Banquille
Brandon Cinco Bañuelos
Reanna Estela Barboza
Megan Kristen Bassanelli
Alexandra Lauren Bauer
Ma. Jhessica De Guzman Bautista
Christian Eduard Jovero Bayoca
Roxanne D. Begin
Samantha Catherine Bernstein
Ciana Lauren Bird

Jessica Eleanor Bishop
Janelle Blanca-Blancas-Rodriguez
Anastasia Julian Blaise
Daniel Bogdan
Juwan André Bohannon
Taryn Leigh Bond
Colton Richard Book
Hannah Lynn Bowersmith
Alexis Victoria Brenzl
Leonard James Brewer
Christopher R. Brown, Jr.
Benjamin David Browning
Sky J. K. Bruno
Jackson Remington Buehler
Jasmin Leigh Cabrera
Franz Steven L. Cabuco
Zachary Martin Cadavona
Lauren Ashley Mei Wah Calkins
Jarrod Banis Caluya
Haly Ur'ilanil Calventas
Mia Maxine Camp
Douglas M. Carroll III
Sherianne Orison Carroll
Kristin Cozzette Carter
Diana Obedoza Casteñeda
Mandaline Castillo
Anthony Wayne Cathers
Yukino Stephanie Cavallo
Yun Hee Cha
Kelly Kalei Chan
Matthew Shujie Chang
Ian Woodward Chapman
Daniel Ken Chau
Carole Lynn Cheda
Juncheng Chen
Solomon T. Chen
Alex C. Cheng
Bryson Kazumi Cheung
Christopher K. Chew
Jessica Ching
Coby Chock
Christopher Creed Cook
Rebecca Chowdhury
Barryn Theodore Ka Lok Chun
Lena Chun
Matthew Chun
Starshine Suehyun Chun
Tieri Vistel Chun
Melody Kawaiiokalani Chung
Tayler A. Chung
Mia Noelani Clause
Bryan Charles Clough
Joshua Arsenio Salvante Co
Christine Renee Coggiano-Chun
Abie Gayle Coma
Gabrielle Therese La Putt
Constantino
Christopher Creed Cook
Savannah Ryan Cook
Lucas Cooperman
Albamarina Corona
Chantelle Mahealani Manongdo
Corpuz
Brontë A. Crook
Nicole Dan Polendy Cruz
Tomas Cruz
Ashley Irene Curry
Emma Elizabeth Daily
Bailey Nicole Danford
Kathy Ngoc Dang
Kaitlin Marie Danible
Anna D. Davide
Michael Jay Buzon De Guzman
Ashley Ann de Laura
Steven Paul De Medrano
Adriana Christina DeCastro
Trey Lorenzo Delos Reyes
Kevin Deng
Geneva Michelle Diaz
Lawrence DiBlasio
Macayla Joy Dietrich
Alfredo Daileg Domingo
Jerome Julian Domingo
Allison Rene Doran
Carla Zaghore Doukrou
Eric Thomas Drabeck
Gabrielle Rose DuCharme
Rebekah Rae Ducharme-Hammer
Dwayne Duenas
Avery Richard Dunn
Alexander William Dushenko
Lanilei Cantor Eder
Tyler Kiyoshi Eguchi
Stacie Ann Hidemi Eko
Michael Masina Eletise
Savannah Kaitlyn Endo
Carin Leigh Enovijas
Ezraelei Bautista Eugenio
Lyle Arnold Eugenio
Melissa Christitne Euyoque
John Raymond Faber
Chelsea Karen Fama
Priska Anthony Favretto
Tatiana Mari Fistes
Brissa Irais Flores Romero
Keoni Michael Fontanilla
Audrey M. L. Ford
Eugene D. Ford
Kristen Joy Agbayani Foronda
Justin Patrick Fragiao
Monique A. Fragiado
Daisuke Funazumi
Esther Natalie Gabriel
Joy Noelani Gabriel
Genalis Rose Galeano
Aubrey Lani De Guzman Gamboa
Ryan T. Gapelu
Danee Marie Garcia
Christine Kealohilani Gardner
Haily L. Garofalo
Michael Alexander Gashwytewa
Emily Haruyo Gaza
Brandon James Gehring
Loren Wilmer George
Avery Ann Giguex
Francesca Shiho Glaza
Kristen Alana Glenn
Caitlin-Carla Nalani Gonzales
Jasmine Gonzalez
Dylan Artero Guerrero
Ryan Theodore Guerrero
Michelle Mai Guo
Aiyana Marie Guzman
Erica Nicole Hale
Kiani Halushka
Dan Hideo Hamada
Shodai Han
Lauren Mitsue Hanabusa
Hiroyo Hanafusa
Gabriel Etsuo Hanaoka
Brennen David Hancock
Emma Jane Hansen
Steve T. Harper, Jr.
Reo Hasunuma
Justin Isami Bicoy Hata
Justin Chad Sevilla Hayag
Brennan Takio Hee
Jeninne Marie Kahalewai
Heleloa Gafoa
Robin Helen Henski
Paul Hernandez
Attallah Jihan High
Rayna Higuchi
Jordan Taylor Higuera
Ryan Taro Hirano
Noah Akira Hirashima
Alexandra Kathryn Hirst
Robert Earl Hitchcock, Jr.
Darren Ho
Jessielyn Lai Ying Ho
Jocelyn Yeu Ho
Mariana Argia Miyakawa Ho
Cheyanne Mari Hoggan
Minami Hojo
Emily Rose Holmberg
Alice Ami Holmdahl
Brenna Malie Hoonan-Amby
Chelsea Nichole Howland
ZhiYan Huang
Laura-Lynne B. N. Igarta-Pieters
He Rin Im
Masako Imanishi
Yuki Ishida
Marc Eiji Ito
Nao Iwasaki
Hooyeon Jang
June Hoo Jang
Chien Kaleionalani Jardine Winter
Annika N. Jennings
Young Hee Jeon
Grace Jeong
Christopher Harold Johnson
Curtis E. Johnson
Ginon Haviland Jones
Kaylee Mae Jones
Shahmir Joseph
Ho’oleia
Hoakaokalanihaahaakoiwiopele
Dukelow Ka’eo
JeenaAkie Kagawa
Keli Akemi Kaira
Linda S. Kalakau
Chase Y. Kanemura
Maya Gung Yee Kanetake
Olivia Faye Kamalei Kapule
Kellen Kenichi Kato
Lauren Miya Kawakami
Jesse Phillip Kaye
David Kalama-Busby Kealoha
Leah Chutima Keller
Zoe Ann Puamaeole Kessler
Aery Kim
Dennis M. Kim
Hyung Bin Kim
Joy Sujin Kim
Julian Kim
Levi Ho’okele Kim
Na Young Kim
Sunny Kim
Ryan Keali’imalu King
Kayla Alohilani Kirk
Nicole Kumi Kiyonaga
Olivia Catherine Klein
Cory Knight
Tomoki Kobayashi
Devynn Leigh Hidemi Kochi
Nicholas Keale Koki
David Vincent Kop
Rudra Kotak
Nina Krupa
Kennedy Alan Kugle
Ho Ting Kwok
Debbie Soo Kwon
Tsz Ki Samuel Kwong
Christopher Takashi Kyono
Brandon Baniaga Lapitan
Kristel Joy Maon Laus
Ezzio Gianfranco Lavarello
Veronica Michelle Lavin
Deonson Tuanu’u Leatimua
Mitchell Storm LeBlanc
Antonio Kauluakapapaokekailoa
Hare Ledesma
Ashley Lee
Cynthia Hae Sook Lee
Jamie Kana Lee
Jeremy Scott Lee
Junhee Lee
Kohl Toleiu Leva
JiaQi Li
Landon W. H. Li
Mai Li
Wenjun Li
Sasha Ann Linden
Anya Elaine Lizares
Leilani Loramay Lockwood
Ashley Abcede Logan
Royce Ikaika Loo
Haley Elizabeth Lovelace
Chia Hua Lu
Colleen Kathryn Lystad
Cole Michael MacDonald
Troy Constantine Macris
Kenshin Sean Maeda
Hiroko Maekawa
Jasmine Pakalana Malina
Ann Praba Malluwa Wadu
Matthew Brian Maloney
Allysen Olegario Manding
Gabria Mantellato Dias
Skylar Dianne Baptista
Curammeng Manuel
Makai Roy Manuwai
Khadija Mardini
Skylar Kelsey Paris Marks
Izabella Rose Marlin
Katelyn Christine Marshall
Rachel Virginia Marshall
Malia Lurena Elyse Martin
Mikaela Victoria Martin
Samantha B. Marzan
Brooke Kehaulani Maser
Cade Micah Matsumoto
Kay T. Mayuga
Kyle Clifford McDaniel
Travis Mckee
Matthew Dylan McKenzie
Suzette Niki McKenzie
Reagan McLaughlin
Amber Danyel Meadows
Jessica Anne Militich
Jasmine Joy Tan Milla
Mary Kathryn Miller
Thomas Charlton Evans Mills
McKenna Akoni Miyata
John David Moffat
Byung Ju Moon
Jong Lim Moon
Bryce Lee Moore
Ernest Bernard Moore, Jr.
Jameson Dallas Moore
Joel André Moquete
Aya Mori
Jillian Michelle Morrison
Kyle Shigeo Keoni Motonaga
Camden Tyrus Mullenaux
Sabrina Janine-Olsen Munguia
Stephanie Musekamp
Ashley Rae Masako Nabeshima
Jeremy James Nagahama
Burke A. N. Nagata
Justin Takuya Nakagawa
Kellen Robert Yoshiharu
Nakamoto
Ana Makaleinani Namoa
Justene Kimie Narimatsu
Miku Narisawa
Nickolaus Clement Nelson
Sophia Katherine Nelson
Huy A. Nguyen
Katherine Huynh Nguyen
Thomas Nguyen
Shaina Raylene Nielson
Kanehe Akira Nishimura
Liam M. X. D. Nishimura
Carina Gabriel Nocon
Mari Lynn Nordeen
Camryn Yale O'Brien
Kimberly Lian Ogata
Isabela Olascoaga
Weng Wei Ong
Latisha Alaka'i Ortiz
Lune Subaru Oshima
Connor M. O'Toole
Courtney Khadija Ouansafi
Casey James Owen
Minori Ozuki
Chad Jinsei Pablo
Kason Padilla
Rosalie Lucia Paglia
Shengwei Pan
Jonathan Ortega Panangan
Ranyl Transfiguracion Panarigan
Casey Keaninuluokalani
Kiyoshi Park
Heacheng Park
Gabrielle Anne Parmelee
Austin Richard Parrilla
Janica Marie Jacinto Pascua
Marcus Anthony Patterson
Taylor Namimakamae Peralta
Yecenia Kauikeōlani Perry
Ryan Nuqui Peruchó
Miles Akira Peterson
Sarah Anueha Hisae Pfaltzgraff
Jonathan Yuan Pham
Alexis Phaniphon
Angel K. T. Phillips
Margaret Mei Sheung Phillips
Edward Lee Phongphiha
Basil Glenn Piazza
Adrien Ace Cabugwas Pobre
Sari Arlyn Powell
Kathleen Anne Prado
Taylor Chieko Pu’uohau
Mariah Raquel Ramirez
Ashley-Nicole Emi Ray
Lauren Taylor Rewers
Malaki Xavier Reynolds
Jacob William Richter
Jaclyn Nicole Ritter
Stephanie Nicole Rivera
Benjamin James Rivera-Concannon
Denise Michelle ‘Akaloka Rivers
Hunter Davis Rix
Rachel Hannah Roberts
Micah Kehaenoemaikalani Robinson
Evangeline Perez Robles
Keiley Meagan Rock
Anais Summer Rodriguez
Markus Atherton Rohlfling
Tate Josiah Moki Roman
Edmel dela Cruz Ronquillo
Jason Alan Rosales
Laura Marie Rouse
Aelyssa Grace Sabado-Macanas
Nanea Sajiki
Sara Elizabeth Saldívar
Amelia Jasmine Samuelu
Kristoffer L. Saramad
Elizabeth Margaret Savage
Briana Lynn Schulte
Paul Edward Scott, Jr.
Taufaese Peter Seigi
Catherine Ann Sequeira
Ken Sewell
Mary W. Shields
Lorin Shimabukuro
Kelsie Aiko Shimatsu
Kainoa James Shimizu
Zachary Silva
Mejelyne Castillo Simon
Kanoena Haunani
Kawenakonoikalá Sing
Danielle C. Sipin
Briana Marie Smith
Erin E. Song
Shenia Leona Song
Tiara Chiemi Sope
Anthony Jay Sosa
Robert Matthew Spampata
Stefani Specker-Cook
Mark Spector
Eddie Anthony Stansberry
Maluhia Hoomaka Ana M. States
Melquise Kemontai Stovall
Agnes Mariana Dumalogdog Straatman
Kayla Michele Stronko
Ryan Kiyoshi Su
Kylee Mark Isa Sugibayashi
Andrew Lepapa Alexander Sunia
Aaron Scott Sutton
Mikalemi K. Tagab-Cruz
Taylor Mayumi Tajiri
Phillip E. Y. Tan
Chelsea Nanami Tanaka
Ebony Salilo Tapasă
Molly Corrin Tapken
Kennedy Martha Tarkington
Lisa Mae Tashiro
Anthony Marquis Tate
Sateki Taulanga
Paige Ashley Tavera
Lorenzo Tebaldi
Sara Loraine Mason Tebaldi
Karen Joy Thatcher
Maria Todo
Kristopher Takuya Tom
Anthony Ahina Torio
Tiana Kikue Nanami Toyooka
Kurumi Tsuboi
Suzanne Lin Tai Miku Tsukenjo
Andrew Patrick Tsunoda
Shauhua Tu
Loriejane Waminal Tundayag
Rinalie Queja Tuzon
Dylan Karl Ubongen
Janelle Cortez Ueda
Ty A. Uehara
Lesley K. Umeda
Andrew Patrick Tsunoda
Yoko Morimoto Uyehara
Kordell S. Va’a
Erica Renée Valdescaro
Charmey S. Valencia
Shawn Kekoa Vasconcelles  
Nicholas William Vazquez  
Isabella Marie Villegas  
Erica Vinluan  
Krystal T. Vo  
Mia Gianna Volpone  
Marissa C. Walker  
Rukiyah Ayame Walker  
Aspen Marin Waring  
Jaymeen Watabayashi  
Tara-Jean Harumi Watts  
Aja Wells  
Connor Edward Wenzel  
Amber Nicole Mahealani White  
Summer Lyn Wille  
Ryan Hanif Williams  
Sean M. Williams  
Michele Maria Wilson  
Alexandria Danielle WOMACK  
Victoria G. Wong  
Eric S. Wong-Usui  
Sarah Elizabeth Wooldridge  
Paul Leighton  
Kahokukukuiokalani Worthley  
Roman A. Wyche  
Arielle Marie Yamada  
Jazlyn M. Yamada  
Kristen Asae Yamaguchi  
Ruka Yamamoto  
Caterina Saqqara Yamamura  
Jabal Lawrence Yandall  
Hiromi Yasunaga  
Dennis Judah Yee  
John Yen  
Jonathan Naruhito You  
Samantha Nicole Yu  
Johnny G. H. Zheng

Bachelor of Arts  
Hawai'i'ine'uakea School of Hawaiian Knowledge

Hualalai Kamalani Ahakueli-Kepa  
Kari Kehaulani Genét  
Nakayama Akaka  
Kiara Leonaniokamahina Tomie  
Arakawa-Taum  
Rick Keola Asuncion  
Trenton Patrick Keali'i Chang  
Aja Alexis Chong-Goo  
Aaron Sukita Fu  
Valerie Jean Cabrales Ganiban  
Collin Shea Kaia Kaula  
Ho'oleia  
Hoakaokalanihaaahaokaiwiopele  
Dukelow Ka'eo  
Pi'imoku Ma'a Kāhealani  
Keahi-Wood  
Chastity Brianna Kikilia Lani  
Charmaine Wailani Lenchanko  
Emily Nālani Tewa Medeiros  
Jayme Lee Moe'ata  
Kawehinanianapua Mokulehua  
Maia Ateliana Ngaluola  
Nohealani Danielle Ornellas  
Woodrow 'Aukai Rieman  
Denise Michelle 'Akaloka Rivers  
Seina Suzuki

Bachelor of Arts  
School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology

Natalie Elizabeth Powers

Bachelor of Arts  
School of Pacific Asian Studies

Adeline Fransisca Ruiz  
Mupopo Eni Sāvea  
Victoria Itele Wonsowicz

Bachelor of Arts  
Myron B. Thompson School of Social Work (Public Health)

Ryan Shinnosuke Abe  
Danielle Kalikolehuahiwahiwa Aiu  
Melanie Waianuhea Aiku  
Ezra Edward Tolentino Ang  
Maria Ena Rose Bartolome  
Ashley Li-Si Choo  
Ercelle Ann Crispe  
Anna D. Davide  
Gericoo James Dancel Demesillo  
Cherrieann Tiffany Diaz  
Katelyn Nohealani Heliker  
Domdoma  
Akane Michelle Dunn  
Elizabeth Minh-Nguyen Evans  
Monica Annamarie Franco  
Camille Nicole De Leon Gurion  
Madeline R. Jochner  
Christian Michael Manicki  
Tiffany Marie Márquez  
Scott J. McClain  
Jordan Kelii Maika'i Nakano  
Ashley Nicole Nelson  
Winston Ng  
Jordyn Romualdo Nicolas  
Nicole Marie Perez Barraza  
Christine Calaycay Quiaoit  
Edmel dela Cruz Ronquillo  
Megan Nicole Roorda  
Alyssa H. Sumibcay  
Kaitlin Nalani Paulino Tilitile  
Elizabeth Marie Casuga Trevias  
Tyrelle Antoinette Unciano  
Xenia Pasco Perez Urpanil  
Jelina Joy Ocol Vergara  
Rachel Lauren Wallace  
Summer Suhyun Yi
Bachelor of Business Administration
Shidler College of Business

Jordan Elijah Abanto
Laila P. Abella
Bryan Yanos Acob
Tristan Jay See Aderinto
Caleb Nobuo Agena
Ricardo Aguiarparra
Taylor Rieko Aguilar-Goto
Gabrielle Kaulanaikopii Aikau
Brooke Bernice Albertson
Yuju Emile Andry
Keahi Carey Aoyagi
Janyce Ramos Apuya
Jacob Hisashi Arakaki
Bret Ching Armstrong
Lance S. Asuka
Rieana Kaur Bains
Skye Celine Lanquin Baker
Leroy McDuff Banks
Gregory Michael Barajas
Mac Rommel C. Bautista
Henry Wyatt Behm
Gabriella M. Beikzadeh
Ashley Miranda Benn
Tyler Ray Bihis
Jeremiah Allen Blake
Nicole Calio
Jack Cao
Blaise Kanoa Cardoza
Amanda LeeAnn Carey
Gabrielle Rose Carvalho
Yena Cha
Chloe Chang
Wei Chen
Wai Yin Cheng
Jennifer Suna Cho
Sharlena K. Chung
Skyla Sharae Kaulana
Na Pua Clark
Luke Reid Clements
Jillian Grace Corn
Michael Isaiah Costa
Jacob Kalani De Leon
Adryanha Sherron DeAngelo
Isabel Ann Deutsch
Lawrence DiBlasio
Angie Vinh Kim Do
Hannah Graziella Smith Domingo
Mikella Victoria Awapuhi Dragna
Rachel Megan Dunn
Landon Allen Ethridge
Sarah Kawanohe Opaieie
Mapuana Farris

Danica Joy Manzano Fernando
Sean Lee Ferraro
Samantha Flores
Chelsea Jeanne Fontanilla
Kristianee W. Francisco
Kristyn F. Fujii
Leanne Chiemi Fujimoto
Pierre Hiroshi Furukido
Leia Janelle Gladstone
Evan Grimes
Christopher Benjamin Harubin
Hope Hays
Felix He
Zhiwei He
Trenton Kuialeihauaimilia Higashi
Zachary Michael Hild
Van Garrick Hill
Gavin K. Hiramatsu
Mariana Argia Miyakawa Ho
Taivui Manu Ho Ching
Jiahong Huang
Jianhui Huang
Jing Huang
Brenna Sau Gin Imada
Deidra Kaulani Iseri
Moubeen Jamal
Stephen Earl Jeffery
Joshua Jerome
Bryce A. Jones
Rachel Anela Tiara Kaden
Clyde K. Kamalolo
Julia Mei-Lan Kan
Torilalani Akemi Kaneshiro
Teri Jane Lai Kam Kano
Andrew Jordan Katz
Dustin Kenichi Kawamura
Kapialoha Kaya
Ku’umomimakamakeokekai
Kidder
Bo Gyeong Kim
Kalen Reece Kahiko Kobashigawa
Christopher Ryo Kobayashi
Makela B. T. Lam
Tsz Chun Lam
Merrick M. Lambaco, Jr.
Caren Rebecca Lauffer
Khoi Le
Jesse Naoto Leaman
Sage Makamae Leaman
Keith Chungkyu Lee
Swan Q. Lee
Aaron J. Leong
Kun Li
Shu Qi Li
Benjamin H. Liang
Krystal Qiu Ping Liang

Jun Jie Lin
XueQin Lin
Junzhao Liu
Wing Chiu Ma
Sean Madden
Joao Marco Maffini
Desmond Okeakuwo’uikai
Makor
Kayla Yuko Maki
Nicholas Lee Manges
Tristan Martins
Reagan Takashi Matsumoto
Korrie Lei Matsumura
Shannon Rei Mau
Edward Christian McDonald
Michael Alejandro Mendoza
Dachang Miao
Nana Michimoto
Irene P. Miguel
Amanda Millard
Darius Ikaikalani Monsarrat Ford
Kenji Morita
Kori Leigh Muranaka
Hana Murphy
Ai Nagahama
Sean Lance Nagao
Dylan Christopher Nakamoto
Kacy Hideko Nakanishi
Tarun Nappoly
Guglielmo Nava
Maya Devi Neupane
David Anthony Nunez
Chad Takemitsu Oshiro
Paige Kimie Oshiro
Kelley Ota
Radoslav Parapunov
Jacqueline Jiyoun Park
Michael Ethan A. Pascual
Jumar Ismael Pasion
Christopher Jordan Caalim Polanzi
Neetika Rana
Jeanelle Ramil Ravida
Evan Monroe Reid
Kanoeonalani Sandra Reid
Zaldeen Leihuamomilani Reis
Colin Rempert
Mahliya Auriauhna Robles
Daniel Brandon Ruiz
Logan Frank Kaleiopono Salcedo
Elizabeth Jasmine Samoa
Siveles Eunices Sanchez
Isabella Grace Sato
Micah Louis Saulibio
Malik Ikaika-Jamaal Scales
Laura’e Diana Schweitzer
Emma L. Scott
Airi Shiitsu  
Tyler Matthew Shimogawa  
Reycine Mercede Leina’ala Silva  
Inthicha Sirisrimangkorn  
Zachary William Soenksen  
Jackson Robert Solomon  
Thomas David Spade III  
Logan Nalua Kahapea Spencer  
Carissa Kalei Sugita  
Misato Taira  
Nicole Takamine  
Aaron Thipphavong  
Jacob Henry Tobias  
LiAnn Jade Hokuokekai Tokuda  
Ryan Kazuo Tong  
Ann Kim Tran  
Jenny Tran  
Sylvia Tran  
Terrance Gia Truong  
Carlos Rolando Tucker  
Kylie Christine Kiyoko  
Ümebayashi  
Rachel Kealohalani Utu  
Mason Johnathon Vega  
McKenna Ka‘ehukai Ventura  
Johvan Christopher Vicente  
Josiah Jacob Villar  
Trevor Virga  
Kathlene Keenan Valencia Vitug  
Kitty Ngoc Vo  
Cassidy Joy Watanabe  
Dustin Wengler  
Gerald Taylor Wescott  
Asia Tiana Kawaihali White  
Devin Ting Hin Wong  
Kylynn K. Wooten  
Junhai Xu  
Noelle H. Yamamoto  
Calvin Lin Yang  
Eric Z. Yang  
Tyler Robert Yonkers  
Landon Tetsuo Yoshinaga  
Kenton Harry Isamu Yoshizumi  
Justin Gin Nung Young  
Brian Yung  
Colton F. Zane  
Chelsey T. Zeng  
Xuying Zhang  
Shuxin Zhen  
Michael G. X. Zheng  

**Bachelor of Education**  
College of Education  
Shai-anne B. Abigania  
Brennan Rikio Hiroshi Anzai  
Autumn Mana‘olanamaika‘i Ariola  
Rayme Ann S. Awaya  
Nicole Leialoho Bacdad  
Kelly Rebecca Blackstad  
Grace Ann Lilinoe Chang  
Shaundra Kealoha  
Condren-Migliorato  
Michiko-Hi‘ilani Jacklyn Detwiler  
Tahnee Mieko Emayo  
Pablo Nainoa Sasapap Furukawa  
Marissa Tamiko Hespapene  
Sunni E. K. Hew  
Laura Lee Emiko Hufalar  
Chanelle Kau‘ialii’ilani  
Kalama-Oliveira  
Nicole Kiyomi Kaohelaulii  
Ashley Anne Kersmarki  
Whitney Kanoelehua Machado  
Ashley Akemi Maeshiro  
Ihilani Amanda Marchello  
Lea Whyte Alohiilani McCabe  
Christine Judith Miller  
Nicole Etsuko Morris  
Courtney Cassidy Oh  
Amber Jae Oho-Watt  
Angelica Tomboc Otanes  
Lapree Puaolena Park  
Brianna Hiroko Piligrino  
Alice Dirige Sato  
Frederick Scott Schulz  
Miki Ann A Tsuneda  
Alyssa Yukimi Uejo  

**Bachelor of Environmental Design**  
School of Architecture  
Jayson Abehnama  
Kyle Allen  
Micah Axalan  
Casey Bayudan  
Nicole Bowman  
Yin Mei Chan  
Long Chen  
Rebekah Dalton  
Kaylen Daquioag  
Faafounia Furean  
Kristen Harano  
Christina Hur  
Christine Im  
Marella Idica  

Coren Metcalf  
Jasmine Milla  
Vernon Ong  
Xing Jun Pang  
Johnathan Roberts  
Aelyssa Grace Sabado-Macanas  
Kaiman Tuazon  
Yueming Wang  
Qian Wen Zhang  

**Bachelor of Fine Arts**  
Colleges of Arts & Sciences  
Judy Anne Mae C. Benosa  
Lauren Ashley Mei Wah Calkins  
Jaron Tyler Chatani  
Elynn Amalia Clardy  
Joseph Anthony P‘ilani Gorbea  
Ichiko Haberlin  
Ariana Mariko Hirata  
Karl Herman Jönsson  
Emmalia Mae Majewski  
Mari Julie Matsuda  
Caitlyn M. T. Tully  

**Bachelor of Music**  
Colleges of Arts & Sciences  
Morgan Lenay Bernat  
Kyle Maurice McKinney  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Colleges of Arts & Sciences  
Alexa Renee Abramek  
Allixandria M. Bejar  
Zachary Castillo Belmonte  
Craig Adam Bennett  
Lauren Nicole Block  
Haily Rose Burnett  
Carol Ann Carl  
Haley Norma Anne Chasin  
Kenneth J. G. Chun  
Stone Anthony Chun  
Derick Christopher Crelencia  
Desmond K. DeSilva  
Max Allen Deyo  
Shaley Noah Eckert  
Jan Iverson Eligio  
Kylie Diana Finley-Johnson  
Josefina Leyva Fortin  
Brittny Leimomi Francine Fujihara  
Mellisa Doria Gajardo  
Renee Ruiz Galolo  
Andrew Jonathan Garcia  
Tre Jordan Gelacio
Devon William Gordon
Samantha Lee Greenbaum
Sarah Elizabeth Gross
Yusuke Matthew Hatanaka
Wyatt Hoodes
Yu Ting Hsu
Conner Edward Humann
Karissa Huyhn
Woojoon Hvang
Devan G. Ibuos
Rimiit Schahrzade Islam
Chan Ung Jeong
Kailani Victoria Jones
Kala’ionāmaka Diyā Joy
Philipp Juern
Jarrin Haruaki Kasuya
Brittany Anne Kernodle
Damien Kainalu Kihe
Keegan Patrick Kroll
Jillian Mivoko Kuba
Sarah Yukiko Kukino
Jason Patrick Kulka
Eugene Lui Lao
Ka‘uonalani Ku’uleilani
Kehelelani Lewis
Alixandra Rose Lieblich
Jennifer Lum
Derrick Luyen
Troy Constantine Macris
Len Danica Marinkovich
Andrew Quinn Mendenhall
Jesus David Moreno
Christopher Na
Raena Ann Moanikeala Naka
Gabor Arthur Nemeth
Peter B. Newton
Timothy Martin P. Nicdao
Ian Martin O’Connor
Miku Brian Ogawa
Ioane Omerod
Nathan Hitoshi Onaka
Nia ReAnn Dumnit Ordinario
Angelei Jan Benitez Pananganan
Andres Dominic Parga
Nathaniel A. Patten
Michelle Chen Phan
Krystal Ballesteros Plan
Natalie Frances Reisner
Diego Rafael Rivera
Taytum Lynn Robinson
Lourdes Esmeralda Kawena
Rodriguez-Johnson
Osmundo Guilambo Rous, Jr.
Jolene Mieko Siu
Hyosun Song
Skyler Ryoma Sponberg
Austin Stone
Roderick Simpliciano Tabalba
Jane Nicole Roy Teneza
Hoku Hunter Tobin
Leah-Mei Cirilo Villanueva
Leighton Alviar Villanueva
Rukiyah Ayame Walker
Joshua Nicholas Walters
Gina Mari Watanabe
Keanuikapomekahaaah
Craig Williams
Jeffrey Ming Yun Wu
Kenneth Yamaguchi-Townsend
Calvin Lin Yang
Edward G. Yi
Kain Kiliwehi KahuiKaehele Yogi
Madison Young
Angeline Yi Zhou

Bachelor of Science
College of Education

Hailey Mahina Aamodt
Brandon Douglas Addison
Katherine Lucille Aliki
Rachel Chee Yue Au
Danielle Anne Dilan Balance
Oriana Ka‘ulawena Brostek
Genier Melchor Dingle Cayabyab
Andrea Leah Ching
Jeffrey Cu
Lauren Viviana Cuellar
Nestor Oliver Evangelista
Michael Andrew Hokama
Ellen Joan Hudon
Qene Kiana Jane Hokulani Ouka
Inoue Lambert
Eric Kay Lavoie Ashley Loo
George Lu
Noel A. Machacon, Jr.
Sarah Jane Moore
Jaden Murashima
Hualani Huawehiwa
Obrozo-Zablan
Rachel Janelle Nadine Palmore
Andrea Isabel Perales
Jericho Emile Tombo Piansay
Leanna Marie Roberts
Cody Batara Shiraishi
Reyn Michio Shitanishi
James Eaton Short
Drake B. Stallworth
Chauncey Scout Stockel
Kyle Yasuo Suzuki
Okusitino Pasilio Tauta

Jason Hideyoshi Tsuchida
Keoki Kaimina’auao
Tumacder-Mattson
Eva Wong Welch

Bachelor of Science
College of Engineering

Christopher Daniel Amendola
Dylan Anthony
Justin Aquino
Paul Baessler
Caelen Isaiah Barut
Christopher James Blake
Matthew Mikala Bowers
Aaron Tesoro Brandt
Janno Riki Ikeda Burce
Jason-Reid F. Cacatian
Mikayla Miki Carias
Jake H. M. Castillo
Carter Kazuo Punahele Casuga
Jeffrey C. Chen
Brad Allen Connolly
Keoka Lee Data
Micah Allen Duran Dela Cruz
Zedekiah Christian Dela Cruz
Jacai Timothy Deneveu
Justin Le Kea Koane
Erin Takashi Doi
Jerlyne Molina Dumaslan
Aljaed Lui Crisolo Ereno
Arnold Peralta Custodio Flores, Jr.
Patricia Malaba Fuentes
Hunter Segawa Garrett
Dominic Austin Gaspar
Jonimar Macugay Guillermo
Christopher Nozomu Haida
Zack Keanu Rikio Harano
Danny W. T. Hong
Paul Evan Hutchinson
Johnson Phi Huynh
Noah Macadamia Ines
Maddyson Crystal Jeske
Maile Grace Kennaugh
Phoebe S. B. Kim
John Lam
Gian Carla Lazo
Maynard Salvador Lazo
Isaac Lee
Keenan Nobuo Lee
Kelson Yukio Lee
Kevin Sung Hoon Lee
Yong Cong Li
Zijun Lin
Jackie J. Liu
Alexander Kaimi Lum
Bachelor of Science
School of Nursing and Dental Hygiene
Ashleigh Frances Lisa
Ambrocio-Abas
Tristan Ty Asuncion
Johanna Wing See Au
Cristina Alessandra Baglio
Felipe Castillo Barroga III
Itai Bradshaw-Lang
Michele Miller Brailo
Elainie Pablo Cera
Kristen Marissa Chin
Jamie Chong
Patrice Kiana Dang
Russell Acio De Leon
Clark Ulat Domingo
Virginia Grace Talbot Donohoe
Kelsey R. Ennila
Chanelleene De Jesus Fe Benito
Kathleen Gragasin
Calana Ann Jalynn Hansen
Scott D. Harned
Colin Matthew Harrington
Dennis Geng Chow Ho
Jemma L. Johns
Irvin M. Jones, Jr.
Taylor Malia Jordan
Samuel Jiun Jung
Roblyt Lopez Kalen
Taylor Rei Kashiwabara
Julia Lilly Katz
Andie Harue Kida
Yasmeen Simone LaTore
Ashley Marie Lawhn
Ruth Catherine Leigh
Angela Estelle Leonardo
Asia Marie Lueras
Cesar Salmasan Macadangdang, Jr.
Emily Machernis
Allyson Akemi Matsuoka
Kelly Shinjiro Meguro
Susan Marie Minnich
Joe Shimpei Mirai
Alexandra Marta Modzelewksa
Royce Marcel Ting Huang Moux
Harry B. Naidas, Jr.
Torey Isamu Oishi
Kyle L. K. Peru
Sabrina Recuperto
Matthew William Ryan
Sada Seyf
Kelli Nicole Yukimi Shintani
Traci Sachiko Shiraishi
Nathaniel Lee Kapanemailuna

Bachelor of Science
School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology
Arisa Analyn Terlaje Barcinas
Anthony Nathaniel Barro
Solomon T. Chen
Kayli Talia Globa Ching
Catharine Rose Creadick
Zoe Gwen Curley
Emma Roselani Hon
Stephanie Mariko Iha
Schelin Malia Ireland
Eric Daniel Klingberg
Eleanore Marie Law
Diana Abrecce Lopera
Alexander James Marshall
Andrew Kecskes Tokuda
Korey Loren Wong
Shaun Arthur Castle Wriston

Bachelor of Science
Shidler College of Business
(Travel Industry Management)
Jessabeth Baltazar Agacid
Isabelle Grace Anderson
Abigail Robancho Aquino
Sydney Hikari Ariwaka
Rini Aritomi
Melody Nana Azeka
Shawn Ray Badillo
Madison Jane Carlin
Sin U. Chan
Fiona Yuk Yu Cheung
Jessica Dolor
Jacob Daniel González
Annie W. N. Guo
Zoey S. Y. He
Peter Arthur Hessler
Eric Hong
Thanh Nhi Huynh
Jacqueline Hiilani Imoebusuk
Charleston Espino Irebaria
Walter Jordan Kaeo
Mia Kaneshiro
Bachelor of Science
College of Tropical Agriculture
and Human Resources

Jennifer Tangonan Abella
Kerstyn T. Afuso
Nheslyn Joy D. Agsunod
Arjolen L. Amor
Elleana Anuhea Arle
Paul Alexander Awo
Madison Rae Baird
Mariah Jane Baker
Gabriel Adam Bradin
Tiana A. Brennan
Ken William Brito
Juli Janice Burden
Tasia Balantac Cabigas
Kristina Krissy Malia Castro
Anthony Brian Chang
Yasmine Cheang
Allysha Namie
Uluehikekeikimakamae Chung
Sierra MacKenzie Collin
Haley Ani Cremer
Caitlan Marie Drury-Aragona
Sierra Mae Ford
Diana Sarai Preciado Gonzales
Ashley Kazuko Goto
Victoria Li Hallett
Brandon Calvin Hansen
Justin Chad Sevilla Hayag
Kina Hensley
Raquel Hufana
Michael William Jensen
Keone O. Keahi
Michelle Akemi Kinumatsu
Michaela Kimie Koseki
Skyler Sierra Kriz
Deja Hi'ilani Lee
Mengting Lin
Elizabeth Lane Loschert
Yuki Crystal Loyd
Ashley Marie Ludwick
Taylor Katherine Mason
Alexandra Kari Meek
Justin WaSun Mew
Amber Rose Miles
Krislyn C. Miyagawa
Anne Mo
Briana Sumarie Moreland
Logan Taylor
Pukahehuanonakaweki Motas
Katherine Rose Murphy
Nara Rachel Nellis
Mayla Adolph Ngirausui
Joey Nu’uanu-Kuhi’iki

Bachelor of Social Work
Myron B. Thompson School of Social Work

Chanella Noelani Asuncion
Shanelle K. Borges
Kevin M. Costello
Helena Pulete Kama
Kana Mahane Kamahalohauilai
Rianne Mendigorin Kawano
Meagan-Joi Naniku’ulokelani’o vai ola Kimsel
Dawn Hokulani Kubota
China Malia Moreira
Angilyne Kahealani
Pekelo-Agpaoa
Kiara Kylee Rapozo
Amanda Clarissa Valdez
Summer Lee K. Yadao
HONORS AND DISTINCTIONS

Honors Program: Katherine Aliki, Taryn Leigh Bond, Emily Holmberg, Pimoku M.K Keahi-Wood, Cory Knight, Nina Krupa, Benjamin Rivera-Concannon, Chelsea Nanami Tanaka, Gina Watanabe, Angeline Zhou

Regent Scholars: Jared Tadashi Au

HONOR SOCIETIES

Alpha Kappa Delta, International Honor Society of Sociology: Jared Acopan, Laura Rouse

Beta Gamma Sigma, International Business Honor Society: (Undergraduate) XueQin Lin, Shannon Mau, Emma Scott, Misato Taira; (Master) Michaela Fitzgerald, Yuri Hirata, Chloe Honbo, Taylor Igarashi, Elizabeth Jackson

Chi Epsilon, Honor Society of Civil Engineering: Kelli Oyasato

Delta Omega Honorary Society in Public Health: Ezra Edward Ang, Anna Davide, Akane Dunn

Eta Kappa Nu, International Honor Society for Electrical and Computer Engineering: Zedekiah Dela Cruz, Maile Duffy, Keenan Lee, Alexander Lum, Spencer Young


Japanese National Honor Society: Ryan Abe, Carla Zaghore Doukrou, Joseph Iseri, Young-Hee Jeon, Jamie Lee

Lambda Pi Eta, National Communication Association’s Honor Society: (Bachelor): Stacie Ann Eko, Kurumi Tsuboi, Loriejane Tundayag; (Master): Leslie Betancourt, Krystal Lopez, Diena Peterson

Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Economics Honor Society: Brennan Takio Hee, Cory Knight, Landon Li, Ken Sewell, Ryan Williams

Phi Alpha Theta National History Honor Society, National History Honor Society: Michelle Brown, Emily Holmberg, Laura-Lynne B. N. Igarta-Pieters

Phi Beta Kappa, National Academic Honor Society for the Liberal Arts and Sciences: Starshine Suehyun Chun, Anna D. Davide, Emma Jane Hansen, Jamie Lee, Diana Abrece Lopera, Taylor Pu’uohau

Phi Upsilon Omicron, National Honor Society in Family & Consumer Sciences: Nheslyn Joy Agsunod, Michaela Kosek

Pi Alpha Alpha, The Global Honor Society for Public Affairs & Administration: Andrew Howard, Momilani Lazo, Brianne Lyn Nagamine, Rhonda Roldan


Sigma Delta Pi, National Collegiate Hispanic Honor Society: Nicole De Jesus

Sigma Theta Tau, International Nursing Honor Society: Chelsea Apo, Rachelynne Dalisay, Kenna Gardes, Jessica Klemm, Sarah Mercado, Anne Scharnhorst, Sophia Soriano-Castillo, Amy Turner
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI’I AT MĀNOA

The University of Hawai’i at Mānoa was founded in 1907 as a college of agriculture and mechanical arts on the island of O’ahu. With the establishment of the College of Arts and Sciences in 1920, the College of Hawai’i became a university, and in 1972, the flagship campus officially became the University of Hawai’i at Mānoa. Today, Mānoa is a land-, sea- and space-grant research institution. There are 14 colleges & schools with 246 degree programs. The campus continues to be one of the nation’s most diverse with 116 countries and regions represented and an ethnically heterogeneous student population, unparalleled by any mainland institution and rooted in the traditions and values of our host culture.
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On front cover (from top left clockwise): Jean Charlot mural Commencement located in Bachman Hall, the University of Hawai’i administration building; red ginger (Alpinia purpurata), a traditionally ornamental flower found growing throughout the Mānoa campus; Ka Papa Lo‘i o Kanewai located at Hawai’iuiakea School of Hawaiian Knowledge; Hawai’i Hall, the first permanent building on campus which now houses the Mānoa administrative offices; the Warrior Recreation Center; and Varney Fountain, designed by Cornelia McIntyre Foley and Henry H. Remple and constructed in 1932 in honor of Ada Susan Varney, a popular teacher in the Territorial Normal and Training School which later merged with the Teachers College of the University of Hawai’i.